Sgme aspectsof the
.cataloguing
of Turkish manuscripts

fu Gilna1Kat
In this article I will treat some aspectsof the manuscript, and more particularly of the Turkish manuscript, that play a role in the processof identification
and cataloguing.I shall only touch upon some points
in respectto the publication of Turkish works which
are still in manuscript form. Examples of Turkish
manuscriptswill be given, with the understandingthat
they have a relevanceto Arabic and Persian manuscriptsas well. I do not intend to provide a generaland
theoretical framework, but instead limit myself to
empirical findings from the cataloguing work as it is
done in the Union Catalogue of Manuscripts of
Turkey (Tiirkiye Yazmalart Toplu Katalogu), and in
which I participate.
In the identificationand producing of a useful catalogue of Turkish manuscripts two sets of considerations are taken into account.
Firstly, the identification of those manuscripts of
which author or title, or both, are lacking. All who
work on the cataloguingof manuscriptsknow that it is
not difficult to identify a manuscript when its title and
writer are specifiedin the text. The name of the writer
and title are found on the first folios after ammd ba'd
or sebeb-ite'llf, Íhe author's introductory discourse.
Sometimes,they are repeatedin the [atime section,the
epilogue.The work's title and the author's name are
often repeated in the final note added by the scribe
ketebekayà, the colophon. Reading the top or bottom
edge of the book block may sometimes give the
requestedinformation as well, as this is often the place
where librarians write the titles on their manuscripts.
In some cases,determining the title and author, and
cataloguing the manuscript is accomplished after a
relatively short research,provided that the author's
name and the title of the text are found in the bibliographical referenceworks. For instance, we do not
encounter any difficulty of identification and cataloguing when we already have the complete and fully
documented copy of a manuscript of the Iskender'Ágrq
name of Ahmedi, Íhe Gartb-nameof
Pagaor the
'Àgrq
Mesa'irti'S-5u'arà
of
Qelebi.It is the manuscript
that is lacking all such clear and explicit information,
which is our concern.
If title and author are both lacking in the manuscript
we have several options. Firstly, the text may be
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anonymous and its title unknown as well. Generally
speaking,if we do not find a note of its title on the
title-pageor in the introduction, the text is most likely
anonymous. Sometimesa scribe or later owner has
suppliedbibliographicalinformation which, originally,
was lacking. In such caseswe may come acrossa title,
if one may call it so, like Tasavvuftan bir risale, a
treatise on tasavru.f',or Risale .rt';-;off, a treatise on
grammar, etc. If going through all the bibliographical
referencebooks. such as KeSfii'z-zunun,Zeyl-i KeSJíi'izwtun. cataloguesand catalogue-likeworks, gives no
result, and if perusingthe text in questionconfirms the
indication given by the scribe or owner at the begin'title'
ning of the manuscript, that
may be accepted,
provided of coursethat it neatly coversthe contents.If
it doesnot, an appropriatename is given to this text by
the cataloguer. In such a case, the title should be
printed in parenthesesin order to graphically distinguish it lrom thosemanuscriptsin the cataloguewhich
have an unquestionableidentification.
The second possibility is that the text consists of
selectionsfrom one or more works. It can also be the
second or further volume of a text. In this case. the
name of the author and the title of the text may not be
repeated, having been given in the first volume. In
those caseswhere the manuscript contains selections
from one text, they must all be read in order to identify
them. Then, after all possibilitieshave beenconsidered,
a title such as MiintehabaH Me;nevt, Selectionsfrom
lhe Mesnevt, Milntefiabat-r qasu'id-i IVeJ't, Selections
from the qastdesof NeÍ-r, or in contemporary Turkish
a title such as Mesnevi'denseq'meler,Anthology from
Íhe Me;nevl, may be given to that manuscript.
When the manuscript under eonsideration is one
volume of a text which consists of more than one
volume, the processof identifying the text may become
complicated.Should no specificinformation or expianation about author and text appearin the manuscript,
the only way is to read the text and subsequentlystart
searchingin all directions, according to its contents.
There is really no methodological approach possible
here. Sometimes,use is made of information supplied
on the f,rst leaf concerning the title and author (as
mentioned above). Then the problem is solved, but
only if this information is really accurate,otherwiseit
may confuse the whole issue and lead one to wrong
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conclusions.There are numerous such mistakesin our
old catalogues.
An example can be found in the manuscript Ayail
I\ - - l r .
ll llsofya No. 3318, which is now preservedin the Stileyémaniye Library. We see that the name of the author
and the title of the text are not specified.On/. lr of the
s-{
-'l
á*{LÊ
manuscript, however, there is a note saying,GazavaÍ-t
Sultan Siile-vman(the word Kitab was added later. as
we can easily seefrom the different coiour of the ink)
and on f, lv we see an almost faded note that reads
Zafer-name-i Husrev. We see the same nole Zafername-i Husrev on ff. lr-v in manuscript No. 3382 in
the Ayasofya collection.This note and the contentsof
the two manuscriptscorroborate one another'sidentification. If we look at the inventory Qtefter) of the
Ayasofya collectionin order to identify the text. we see
s+--t
fk._'K_:
the title Ga:arar-t Sultàn Silcl.man1ia, fot No. 33l8
and bo'it miverrihtn (sincethree texts are mentionedin
l+.sJt -r-l '-r^;x:
3
this chapter) as its authorl. The title of manuscript
j-;l
L
:i
L*-ll a--cl.-.,-t-ll;l;--,
No. 3382 is given as Zder-name-i Hu.sret.f'r Taril-i
i-)iJl ^elSultan Síileymanflan, with the indication of Husrev
r+4,- !l L.ll''-l
Efendi as the author2. It is immediately clear that the
Át-ljr
information in the inventory is directly based on the Fig. l. Title-page of the IIohclq-nclnte-i Kenulpasa-zade
note at the beginning of these two manuscripts,and
p u b l i s h e d b 1 ,P a r e t d e C o u r t e i l l e ( P a r i s 1 8 5 9 )
does not. therefore,provide us with new information.
Thus, it is necessaryto look at other sourcesin order
to find a more satisfactory solution. KeSfi'z-zunun
does not mention such a text, but the author of
or) i
,! JL_r__a=
Osntanh Milellifleri, probably after having seen these
two manuscripts,based his information on the word
.-r-frJl
:r^Is
Hlrsrev which was given on fr'. lr-v and he gave
thereforea certain Husrev Efendi as the author of the
text3. On the other hand. the author of istanbul
Kiltiphaneleri Tarih ve CoÈrofi.a Yo:ntalart KaÍag-g-:
r5uLi€
c] 6l\[l *rL*
O -1,
.-_! a cr!loglart. quoting the said text, attributes the authorship
o._e,x,l
,*-, ,;:*
of these two manuscripts, and the Gazavar of
,.:t-t ,:-5.
.,r;,r --nU
,.t-, o:i-- r-i
u!i-q;!6'"r;rt
f,*
.9si
Kaz'asker Mustafá Bostán (d. 97311565),to tlusrev
u\u:-s LLF1 .t--1 ,rb
*I*
Efendi therebycompounding the problem evenmorea.
'Jrè.-r),""i
a-7_l[, 6!r, .s2,-1, 1!a ^L.r!
tr!Fortunately, Agàh Srrn Levend, in his book entitled
(#
!-^;-,) e:-:)J .J*, rt) .r', l, o,*.t
tf:
f,i
i.:Á
Gazavatnameler ve Mihaloglu Ali Beyin Gazavatnau,L;o;[.9] .st\.+
.sF ort ::. otrt a-a ë--- -J\!
fr,, ff
mesis, showed that the manuscript is in fact the tenth
.J"u:
irfr)lr_._:;r l "\.s/toJ:l s:-s sbt
*-r),
volume of the history, entitled Tevarth-ial-i'Osmanby
-.r.-:-.L-;L
n "L,-.c -, i. ; !.1;-,Ï-+.
Kemàlpaga-zàde. This section had already been
{/d)
rÉi 6+r,.J-.:f a)\i
,À\l
publishedby Pavet de Courteille with the title Mohaqo9+l
>J;trl "lr='t*>
1F
name-i Kemalpasa-zadein 1859 in Paris (see figures I
J-tl
À\-rri*
.91 0:--+-r.+
and 2). This example shows that if we have too much
6L-,yr--: eV:l)
;yrJ
confidence in the information given on Jf. lr.-v of a
j.s g :9: ,-.e j*
*.,r
€Lj
aly'
t-.!
; ->r-! -:tmanuscript,this may lead to disastrousmistakes.
-.-rr5^-ir.rU."É
*lf
Jrieol
.sLa;"
There are many more examples of this and of a
fb *l*
similar kind. The one which I would like to mention Frg. 2. Beginningof the text of the Mohdq-name-iKemalpasa-zade
concerns a question in connection with the work
publishedby Pavetde Courteille(Paris 18,s9)
entitled Terciimanti'd-dtistur Jï havàdi;i'l-ezmani'dduhurby Balàtï-zádeKemáli (d.9531t546),which is the Sahhaflar,in Istanbul and was finally purchasedby the
translation of Ravzatii'{-rraÍAwritten by Mirhond in library of the newspaper Terciimaní. The difficulty in
Persian.A note at the beginning of a copy of this text identifying the text arose from the fact that it was the
gives the title of the work as Cennabi-zade Tarthi. second volume of the translation by Balàtl-záde, and
Under this title this manuscript was offered for sale for that neither the title nor the name of the author
a number of years in the bookseller's market, appearedin the manuscript.
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The third possibility is that, in some cases, the meansthat the only starting point will be the text itself.
author himself has omitted to give a title to his work. After the text has been examined,the bibliographical
That is, there is no definite title in the section begin- reference works are consulted and, especially, recent
ning with amma ba'd or sebeb-ite'hf. In that casethe studieson the subjectare read. Sufficientknowledgeof
text will either be given a name by a researcheror a these resourcesis, of course, indispensablefor the
suitable title will be established,according to the cataloguer.
contents, during the process of cataloguing. In this
Another problem of identification of a text is
processof naming a text, the notes on.ff. lr-v of the encountered when the folios of the manuscript are
text are also taken into consideration.But we know bound in the wrong order or if the sheetshave been
from experiencethat when manuscriptscontaining the scattered around during the (re)binding. If such a
sametext are carelesslycataloguedand given different manuscript comprisesonly one text it is not difficult to
titles, there is the possibility that thesewill be forever put the manuscriptin order again. becauseit can either
consideredas two different texts. Of course. this mis- be compared with another copy of the text or one can
take can be avoided by actually reading the work. A try to restore the order of the leaveswith the help of
few examplesmay illustrate this. Veysi (d. 1037/1628) the reddade,the catchwordrr. Displaced and missing
wrote a book known as H'ab-name or Vaqi'a-nameof sheetswill then easily be found. If. on the other hand,
which many copies exist. The author of OsmanlrMtiel- we are concernedwith a ntet'ntu'cr.
a convolute of texts,
lifleri, Mehmet Tahir from Bursa, not having seenall more caution must be taken. since a ntec'rnu'a,as we
of the various copies,mistakenly mentions the manu- know, ol1enincludestexts on differentsubjects,copied,
scriptsas two different textsT.Somecopiescontain the as the casemay be. b1'r'ariouscopyists:often the texts
title Hikayet-i Iskender,as may be seen,for instance.in are continuedin the margins.For this reasondeterminthe Srileymaniye Library's card-indexes under that ing ai1 texts in a nrccmil'u and restoring the order of
title. In the course of cataloguing such works. it is their leavesis a delicateaffair which may be very timenecessaryto mention the other titles of the text and to consuming.A minute ol'ersightmay causean incorrect
give cross-referencesin the index. Only u'hen the or incompleteidentiÍicationof the text.
various titles of a text are known. will it be possibleto
An illustration of \\,hat can happen in this respect
identify texts which have been registeredunder ser,'eral may be given in connection with the story which goes
different titles.
b1' the title Artubucr. Manuscripts of this work are
Another examplemay elucidatethis. The influential rarel:. It was written in the l6th centuryby an author
work about religious orders entitled Mertc\qfu-iHcTce-i named Ca'fer with the pseudonym Vahdr, who is not
cihan ve l,letíce-ican, which was originally brought to mentionedin any sourceother than'Àgrq Qelebi,LatrÍi
the attention of Turkish philologistsby the late Abdiil- and Sehr13.Fuad Kópniiri was the first to discussthis
baki Gólprnarh, has been known by this title for many story in his article entitled 'Meddahlar'ra. He quotes
years.Neither Gólprnarh nor ProfessorTahsin Yaztcr, 'Àgrq Qelebi,who says that he had not come acrossa
who planned to publish the text, ever mentioned the copy of this text. But today we know that there are at
'ASere8.
other title of this Íext, Teva'if-i
This title can least four manuscript copies of this story, and one
be found at the beginning of most copies of the said copy has since been discoveredin the Tekelioglu colwork, and thus theseare listed in the card-indexesand lection in Antalya. Sheetsof this story were extant in a
cataloguesunder this name, no referenceto the other nrccntu'ctof the Tekelio$u collection, but they were
title being made. Knowledge of both names helped bound in a disorderly way. If the mecmu'a had not
locate nineteencopies of this texte. Later, two more been examined well. the presenceof the story would,
copiesof the text were found in coilectionsin Antalya probably. not have been recognized.The identification
and Qorumlo. I believethat more copiesof the text made it possible to reorganisethe leaves, and even
will be found as the cataloguingprojectsin the libraries to recover one more sheet that was preservedin a
of Anatolia progress.It is evident, however, that only completelydifferent placeI s.
when we examine the contents of the text, can we see
It is indeeda disquietingphenomenonthat in a great
that the two different titles refer to one and the same number of manuscriptsthe sheetshave been mixed up
text (seefigures 3 and 4).
during (re)binding. Therefore, the cataloguer should
In short, it cannot be over-emphasizedthat the always proceedwith extremecaution. The caseof the
catalogueror bibliographerhas to be extremelycareful story of Anabactis yet compoundedby the fact that it
in such cases,and that should he identify a text with is also one of those texts that are known under more
more than one name, he should provide full cross- than one title, possibly due to their not having been
referencesin his index. Only in this way can catalo- given a definitive name by their author. One may
guing be useful to the researcher. Bibliographical conclude this from the fact that the Anabau story is
sourcesdo not, usually, solve this kind of problems. mentioned as Hikaye-i dendaniyyein Fliigel's catalogue
For instance. we cannot find the title of the text of the Vienna collectionló. The text is also known as
mentioned above either in Kesfíi'z-zununor in its Bursah Hoca 'Abdu'r-ra'uf hikayesi becausethe main
appendix, not to mention Osmanh Míiellifleri. ThaI character of the story is called 'Abdu'r-ra'[f. LatiÍï
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Fig. 4. MS Istanbul, SrileymaniyeLibrary. Halet Efendi No. 242. f lr.
Beginning of MenaEh-i lJace-i cihan rc l,lettce-i can

mentions three names of the story in his tezkire:
'Abdu'r-ra'uf
Bursah
hikayeti, Anabau and Dendan
latífesil7. The author obviously never gave a definitive
name to his story.
Another complicationmet with during the identification stageis when the front sheetof the manuscripthas
been torn off or when the preface of the text is not
extant in the manuscript which is being studied. If we
have a manuscript of a dtvan or a well-known ntesnevr
or historical text, a missing introduction poses few
problems. But if it is not a familiar text, it is always
better to admit that the text could not be identified
becauseof certain deficienciesthan to assignto it an
incorrect name or record it as an anonymouslywritten
work. Note should be taken of such texts. and whenever similar texts appear, they should be compared.

The caseof Ahmed Da'imay serveas an example.This
l5th-century poet compiled an Arabic-Persian dictionary for Sultan Murad II, who was his pupii. In
a Persian preface Da'i mentions that he named his
'Uqudti'l-cevàhir
(seefigure 5). But in some
dictionary
copies of this text, this preface is lacking. In such an
instance, the text begins directly with the dictionary
(seefigure 6) and it becomesdiÍicult to determinethe
name of the text and its author. In this particular case.
the first thing the cataloguer does is to compare the
manuscriptswhich do not provide him with a sufficient
amount of information with other dictionariesin the
library. This may not always yield the expectedresult.
In that case,and after having determinedthe beginning
and end of the text and after having given the necessary information, the cataloguershould simply admit
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that he has been unable to determine the title of the
text and the author's name.
Another example in this respect is the Miilk (Tehareke) suresi tefstri, the author of which was unknown
for a great number of years.The text was classifiedas
an anonymous work. As a result, no information
related to other copiesof the work could be Obtained.
However, when Professor M. Esat Cogan compared
inanuscriptNo. 3779 of the collectionof the Library of
the Seminary for Turkish Languageand Literature of
the Literary Faculty of the University of Istanbul.
whose front sheethad been torn off. with other manuscript copies,he found that the name of the author was
in fact Mustaffi b. Muhammad, also known by his
pen-name Muslihi'd-drn18. Again, it cannot be overstressedthat seemingly unidentiflable texts must be
compared with other manuscript copies. It is so selfevident,but hardly ever done in a proper way.
Now I will touch upon my second topic, namely
how a manuscript catalogue can be made in such a
way that it is useful for the researcherin generaland
the editor of a text in particular. Once the author and
the text are identified correctly, the subject that most
concernsthe researcheris the statusof that manuscript
in the textual tradition of the text. It is as important to
describe the details of the physical appearanceof a
manuscript as it is to identify the text. It goeswithout
sayingthat this takes a great amount of time and effort
from all those who are working on the publication of
texts by critical editions. Therefore, the cataloguer
should give in great detail all relevantparticularsof the
manuscript, even down to the point of scribal errors.
First he must indicate all details of the outward appearanceof that manuscript copy, such as the date of
copying, the type of paper, its writing style, and the
number of its sheetsand lines.Supposethat the cataloguer has a drvanbefore him on his table. If he doesnot
give the number of qastdes,gazels,íercr'-i bends,rtiha'r
and chronograms contained in that copy, his cataloguing effort will be futile. To this I want to add the
following point, just as a reminder. Only an accurate
method of numbering the leavesof the manuscript is a
guarantee for correct references in the future. This
would seemto be a truism, and only too self-evident.
Numbering the leaves,however, is in most libraries
done by non-experts,and the confusion arising from
the incorrect counting of the leavesof manuscriptsis
enormous. Sometimes sheets were missed while the
manuscript was being numbered or this numbering
procedure was not done according to the order of
the sheets.Such mistakes should be recognizedand
correctedduring the cataloguing.
As important as the date of copying is the information which can be gained from the front sheetsand flyleavesof a manuscript.Thesenotes,feva'id, may indicate properÍy (temellilk)or vaqf recordsor other sorts
of information in connection with the (former) status
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of the manuscript.If they are available,they should be
taken into account. Sometimesit is possible,if only
approximately,to determinethe date of copying from
this information, or it is possibleto discover that the
manuscript under considerationis an important one.
For example,the presenceof the seal of a Sultan or a
note, saying odadan Srkan Tilrkr (a Turkish work
coming from the palacelibrary) on a manuscript. will
help in dating the text and making clear the importance of that copy.
In Turkey there is a centre and a bureau which are
now working under the name Ttirki.ve Yazmalan Toplu
Katalo{u (r0verox), i.e. 'The Union Catalogue of
Manuscripts in Turkey'. The centre tries to carry out
its activities in accordancewith the above-mentioned
principles.According to the statisticaldata which were
gatheredin 1984,there exist in Turkey, besideslibraries belonging to universities,museums, newspapers,
banks, vaqfs and persons,some ninety libraries with
manuscriptsin their holdings which operateunder the
supervisionof the GeneralDirectorate of Libraries and
Publications. In all, 166,593 Arabic, Persian and
Turkish manuscriptshave beencountedin thoseninety
librariesand no lessthan 28,106of theseare listed as
Turkish. If we add to thesethe number of manuscripts
extant in the other, above-mentioned,libraries.we can
easily understand that the said number will multiply
severaltimes.Here we are counting only the number of
texts in one or more volumes. but if we also add the
texts which are contained in severalvolumes and the
texts included in mecmu'as.we must understand that
we are facing a cataloguingproject which will need a
great number of years to be completed.As Professor
E. Birnbaum put it in one of his essays:'Turkey is the
warehouseof manuscripts'1e.
Seriouseffortsare being
made to bring to light the contentsof this 'warehouse'.
In conclusion I would like to briefly touch upon a
few problems in connection with the publication of
Turkish texts which have not yet been printed and
which are still available only in manuscript. Roughly
speaking,thesemanuscriptscan be divided into three
categories.Texts preserved in one manuscript copy
only, texts preservedin severalmanuscriptcopies,and,
thirdly, texts which are available in huge amounts of
manuscript copies.
In my opinion the most advantageous way of
publishing texts which are preservedin only one copy
is to give a facsimileedition, togetherwith a transcription. An exampleof such an edition is that of Barbara
Flemming entitled Falyís Husrev u Sírrn.Eine tirkische
Dichtung von 1367,which was publishedin Wiesbaden
in 1974.
The ideal way of publishing works that are available
in severalmanuscriptcopiesis to establishthe statusof
thesecopies in the textual tradition and their relation
to other copies of the work in order to prepare a
critical edition of the text. To this a facsimileedition of
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the bestmanuscriptcopy should be added.An example
of such a publication is Andreas Tietze's edition of
Mustafa Ali's Description o.f Cairo of ,/599, published
in Vienna in 1915.
The most complicatedtask is the publication of texts
that are preservedin a huge amount of manuscripts.
The question arises,for instance,which criteria will be
used for the publication of Fuzuli's Hadtqatii's-su'ada
of which about two hundred manuscript copies were
located, or for the publication of LatíÍÏ's Telkíre of
which now more than fifty copies are known to exist?
We know that even just to try to study all copies of
such a text or to determinethe mutual relationshipof
the manuscriptsmay take years. A practical solution
for the publication of such texts would be to select
either the oldest or the most complete copy of such
texts as the basis for a critical edition. However, even
with this procedure,it is still necessaryto identify all
the copies of a text. Next to this, the publication of a
facsimile edition of an old and reliable copy is also
necessary.That all this effort of publishing and editing
can only have lasting value when explanatory notes,
indexes,table of contents and the like are added goes
without saying.
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